Creation of a whole brain short association bundle atlas using a hybrid approach.
The Human brain connection map is far from being complete. In particular the study of the superficial white matter (SWM) is an unachieved task. Its description is essential for the understanding of human brain function and the study of pathogenesis triggered by abnormal connectivity. In this work we expanded a previously developed method for the automatic creation of a whole brain SWM bundle atlas. The method is based on a hybrid approach. First a cortical parcellation is used to extract fibers connecting two regions. Then an intra-and inter-subject hierarchical clustering are applied to find well-defined SWM bundles reproducible across subjects. In addition to the fronto-parietal and insula regions of the left hemisphere, the analysis was extended to the temporal and occipital lobes, including all their internal regions, for both hemispheres. Validation steps are performed in order to test the robustness of the method and the reproducibility of the obtained bundles. First the method was applied to two independent groups of subjects, in order to discard bundles without match across the two independent atlases. Then, the resulting intersection atlas was projected on a third independent group of subjects in order to filter out bundles without reproducible and reliable projection. The final multi-subject U-fiber atlas is composed of 100 bundles in total, 50 per hemisphere, from which 35 are common to both hemispheres. The atlas can be used in clinical studies for segmentation of the SWM bundles in new subjects, and measure DW values or complement functional data.